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ORDER
Sub: Incentive for each successful verification of load of
PDC connections and billing.
It has been reported that there are a number of connections which

are lying permanently disconnected as per record of the sub divisions but as a
matter of fact such connections are physically connected to the system of the
Discom and consumers are using electricity regularly. As a result of such
practices, the regular energy bills are not served upon such consumers and they
continue to consume electricity in an unauthorized manner. In order to put a
check on such practices and for commencement of billing of such consumers by
the sub divisions, it is necessary to carry out the checking of connected load of
such consumers by visiting site and then recovering the outstanding dues and
starting the billing of the consumer thereafter.
The above activities are proposed to be carried out by the
officers/officials of the Discom. Being arduous tasks, it was considered to
allow incentive to the checking team after completion of the activities i.e. after
checking of the load, realization of the outstanding dues and commencement of
the billing of the consumer through ledger.
This matter was put up for consideration of the Board of Directors
of Jodhpur Discom in its 116th meeting held on dated 06-03-2007. The BODs
accorded its approval to allow incentive @ Rs.200.00 per case to the checking
team members for successful checking/verification of existing PDC consumers.
This amount would be disbursed to the team officers/official on pro-rate basis in
proportion to the basic pay. The Circle SEs(O&M) would be competent
authority to grant sanction in such cases.
It is, however, reiterated for successful checking of consumers

would mean checking of the consumer, recovering of the outstanding dues, if
any, and starting ofthe billing of the consumer by the sub division.
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(A.M. LODHA)
CHIEF ENGINEER(CPM)
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